Don’t be a victim of a dangerous
and costly disaster.

Features

40,000 U.S. boats sink each year

z Unlike other bilge alarms, the test button
tests the complete system, including the
sensors and bilge wiring.

z BilgAlarm™ systems monitor from 1 to 16
compartments standard.

Saves your life and your investment

z Optional dual power supplies, meaning
The cost of repairing a boat that
has been underwater is usually
about 40% of its value.

that the system is wired to two separate
batteries, if desired. BilgAlarm will draw its
power from the strongest battery at any
given time.

z Add an optional, full functioning, remote
panel to the Master Stateroom or Captain's
Quarters, if desired, for added safety and
comfort while you sleep.

z Comes with everything you need for easy
installation including bilge wiring, mounting
hardware and stainless steel screws.

Designed by an Aerospace Engineer
There are no float
switches or other
moving parts to
fail or burn out.

Fuel or oil pollution fines may not
be covered by your insurance policy.
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BilgAlarm™ is
the most reliable
system on the
market today.
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For Power & Sail Boats

There’s a BilgAlarm TM system for most every boat.
Every system comes with everything you need for easy installation!

Complete Systems
Two Sensor BilgAlarm™ System
Model No. BA2R-4W

For mid-sized boats, this two sensor system can
protect two compartments or indicate low and
high water in one compartment. It includes full
system test functions and built in redundancy for
an extremely reliable design. A mute button with
automatic reset is also included. It's ultra-reliable!
Monitoring power consumption is negligible.

Accessories

One Sensor BilgAlarm™ System
Model No. BA1R-4W

For smaller boats, this one sensor system
indicates high water in one compartment.
It includes full system test functions and
built in redundancy for an extremely reliable
design. A mute button with automatic reset
is also included. It's ultra-reliable! Monitoring
power consumption is negligible.

Multi-Sensor
Custom Systems
&
Implementations
Welcome

Four Sensor BilgAlarm™ System
Model No. BA4R-4W

For larger boats, this four sensor system can
protect four compartments or indicate low and
high water in two compartments. It includes full
system test functions and built in redundancy
for an extremely reliable design. A mute button
with automatic reset is also included. It's ultrareliable! Monitoring power consumption is
negligible.

For more information and
product specifications visit:
http://www.BilgAlarm.com

